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Personal statement

Having had the privilege of being selected, to undergo field training, in Oxfordshire, with central 
Government operatives. This has ultimately, equipped me with the ability to assess, potential 
threatening social situations. As such, one has harnessed the ability, to diffuse compromising social-
situations, adequately, with diplomacy throughout.

Work Experience:

Jack FM: ( Radio DJ Host). Oxfordshire. 2016-2017.

Online radio DJ host: splurge online streaming  radio platform: Which specialises in 
broadcasting, some of the industries leading chart-topping hits. Ranging from; Hip-hop, Top 
20’s, pop, rock-pop. 2017-2018.

My voice-over/productions page: http://www.soundcloud.com/divine1-1

Labour Party: ( Ealing Constituency). February 2015.
Appointee: Right honourable Peter Mason. 
Through this period of duty, I was appointed as an voting behaviour analyst. 
Where my duties entailed:, calling local residents, in an bit to assess where 
there political alliance rested. Conduct brief telephone surveys, in an bit to 
ultimately, sway the voter to vote for the Labour Party. 

Juxtaposed with, writing email correspondences to political party officials. As 
well as, drafting letters to send to Government body think-tank. Attending 
social-engagements, which enabled me to liaise with other constituency 
members. Where we exchanged ideas, and concepts, to bring forth social-
mobility, for the( BAME) communities, which will in turn, serve to empower 
such social groups. 

Covert Security Operations, Harvey Nichols
01/2017 - 02/2018
Responsibilities & Achievements
Executed undercover store surveillance operations, on the shop floor.

Houses of Parliament ( Close protection Bodyguard) , Elite security personnel
04/2016 - 02/2017

Personal Carer to an family member: ( Hanover organisation). I acted as an companion, and 



carer to an beloved family member. Whereby, o undertook duties of helping to clean her 
apartment, offering being an actively, engaging point of contact, aiding with shopping.  
Helping to reintegrate the client into the community. Arranging settings, on the communal 
lounge area, force socialising.
Brand Ambassador/in store Model. , SELFRIDGES&CO
03/2015 - 08/2016
Responsibilities & Achievements
I was effectively, appointed to be the brand's representative on the shop-floor. Maintaining stock 
replenishing, coupled with visual merchandising of brands, on display.

Qualifications

Greenwich University
04/2014 - 04/2017
BSC (Hons) degree
Criminology (SecondClassUpper) Having studied criminology, this has enabled 
me to develop methods of conducting social -research. Via 
implementing Qualitative methods of research. Coupled with, brief 
undertakings of quantitative methodSo therefore, one feels as 
though one can attribute these skills, within this organisation. I’m 
able to work effectively, as part of an team, or independently

I’m immensely self-drive individual, who adopts an can-do cognitive 
mentality, to new social-settings.



•       For me, being able to multitask, comes as second nature. 

•        One is able to diffuse compromising, social situations, 
tactfully, with diplomacy throughout.

Having worked for the Labour party, as an junior caseworker; This 
has subsequently, enabled me to develop, astute qualities of 
interacting with clients. In an diplomatic, and tactful manner.
As part of my duties, was conducting qualitative methods of 
research. Whereby, I made cold-calls, to local residents of the 
Ealing constituency. 

In an attempt, to analyse their voting behaviour patterns; Whereby 
one's primary objective was to try and influence the electorate, to 
align their political allegiance with the Labour party.

    




